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1
Age, Status,
and Family

One of the best ways to understand the deeper culture

of a language is to find a word which has no equivalent in

the language you are learning. One such word is senpai. As a

student, this is a word you probably use almost every day

when /talking with your friends, so it is quite important. It is

true that if you find this word in a Japanese-English diction-

ary, it translates as ‘senior.’ However, this is a word that is

seldom used as a noun in English. It is almost always used

only as an adjective. The same is true for kohai, which is

translated as ‘junior.’ +*The reason for this di#erence is that

Japanese society places more importance on age and experi-

ence than some English speaking societies do. Instead of the

word ‘senior,’ English speakers would say, ‘friend,’ ‘colleague’

or ‘boss.’

+/A similar problem occurs when you try to translate the

words ‘brother’ or ‘sister’ into Japanese. For example, it is

quite di$cult to say, “This is my sister,” in Japanese. This is

because the Japanese language forces speakers to distinguish

between younger and older sisters and brothers. In English,

however, age and ,*status are less important, so the English

language does not force speakers to do this. Sometimes Eng-
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lish speakers will say, “This is my big sister” or “This is my

little brother,” but usually people simply say “brother” or

“sister.”

Although Japanese and English seem quite di#erent re-

garding vocabulary/ related to age and status, in some senses,

the two languages are quite similar. We learn this when we

compare Japanese and English to a third language, Chinese.

For Chinese, family relationships are very important. There-

fore, the Chinese language uses very specific terms when

describing these relationships.+* For example, in both English

and Japanese, my brother’s wife is called my ‘sister-in-law.’

My wife’s sister is also my ‘sister-in-law.’ Neither English nor

Japanese distinguish between these two relationships. Howev-

er, in Chinese there are two completely di#erent words for

these two+/ relationships. In fact, there are six di#erent words

for ‘brother-in-law’ in Chinese depending on the relationship

and whether the person is older or younger.

These di#erences in language teach us that when a word

in one language does not exist in another, we can sometimes

learn something about cultural di#erences.,*
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Notes

Page Line

+ 0 ! Japanese-English dictionary !!"#$"
3 true for # !#%&'()*+,$ -(./,"
+2 ! distinguish between younger and older sisters and brothers !012$

3145678," % older/big brother&!3"$ younger/little brother

&!4"$ older/big sister&!0"$ younger/little sister&!2"
, 1 a third language, Chinese !)9:&; '7;( *<;=><" % a

third #. 3&?;@A;);5B81C%D9) EF%GH($ the

third #. 3I?JK,L1MKNOPQR/S(',TU%D9)
3 very specific terms !VW%XYZ[*\" % specific & detailed and

exact [L]

+/ ! there are six di#erent words for ‘brother-in-law’ in Chinese % ]^
; 0&;<MK,) !_`" *0;`+$ !2`" *2;`+$ !ab" *`
;3+$ !cd" *`;4+$ !aef" *g;3+$ !cef" *g;4+

+3 another & another language
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! Exercises !

AA Put the Japanese into English.

a ( ) and an
( )
This is ( ) for ".
my friends and ( )
( ) between
younger and ( )
brothers
sister-in-( )

1. !"#$%"

2. &'(")*+,(-.#
3. /012345
4. 6#789:;.

5. <=0>

BB Choose T (True) or F (False) for each statement.

1. When discussing terms for family relationships, Eng-
lish and Japanese seem quite di#erent compared to
Chinese. (T / F)

2. It is probably easier for Chinese to learn family rela-
tionship terms in Japanese than for Japanese to learn
the same terms in Chinese. (T / F)

3. Comparing the vocabulary of one language with anoth-
er is not so helpful in understanding culture. (T / F)

CC Put the words or phrases in brackets into the correct order.

1. Whether (is / person / very important / older or
younger / a / is) in Japanese culture.

2. It is di$cult (Japanese / word / into / to translate / the /
‘sister’).

3. Words (in / relationships / describing / very complex /
are / Chinese).
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